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Abstract. The demo presents an indoor surveillance system based on real-time 

locating system (RTLS) and ambient intelligence. Four modules using different 

machine learning methods are used together in order to detect unusual or 

suspicious human motion behavior in an indoor high-security environment. 
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Introduction. Security of people, property, and data is ensured by physical protection 

and technology, such as surveillance cameras, biometric sensors, and movement 

detection. Despite the availability of the security technology, a human that provides 

intelligence to the security system is still the most important and most expensive 

element. Security personnel presence is especially important in indoor high-security 

environments that require protection against internal threats that are particularly 

difficult to detect, e.g. unauthorized data access, or unusual behavior of an employee.  

This demo presents an intelligent indoor surveillance system based on real-time 

locating system (RTLS) and machine learning methods that mitigates the security 

personnel shortcomings and increases the level of security while it lowers the overall 

security costs. The system detects unusual behavior based on automatically extracted 

models of observed behavior and application-specific user-defined rules.  

Basic assumptions. The system is based on the assumption that each monitored 

person has individual behavior and habits that reflect in statistical properties of his/her 

movement in the observed environment. The characteristics steam from both the 

nature of the tasks assigned to the observed person and his/her personal features. 

Furthermore, the spatio-temporal properties of interaction among co-workers and 

important equipment are correlated to the assigned work tasks. 

The system detects movement of persons and important equipment using real-

time locating system. Therefore each person and each important piece of movable 

equipment is tagged with a RTLS tag that enables tracking of its location. The 

presented system uses Ubisense RTLS [3] that uses ultra-wide band technology, has 

an update rate of 9 Hz and accuracy of ±20 cm in 3D space and does not require line 

of sight between sensors and tags. Besides RTLS, the system also uses video cameras.  

The system consists of four independent software modules: each of them uses a 

different artificial intelligence method to detect a certain set of unusual events. Two 

of them use unsupervised learning to construct a model of usual behavior while the 

other two use domain knowledge. The learning modules assume that the behavior that 

occurs rarely is potentially suspicious and informs the user about it. 
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System description. Figure 1 shows the basic structure of the system. It senses the 

environment using RTLS and cameras. Data from RTLS is pre-processed using filters 

that smooth the input data, interpolate missing values and extract additional features 

such as speed and direction of movement. RTLS pre-processing also includes 

primitive routines that detect in which area (e.g. office) a tag is located, whether it is 

moving or not, whether the person wearing it is lying, sitting or standing, and how far 

from other tags it is (considering walls). Video pre-processing detects movement and 

calculates 2D location of the detected movement in RTLS coordinate system, 

bounding-box of moving object, and probability that the moving object is a person.  
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Fig. 1. System architecture 

After pre-processing, the data is fed to the four modules that detect unusual 

behavior. Expert System [2] allows the user to input knowledge specific for a given 

application in the form of rules that enable specification of mandatory and forbidden 

actions. It checks the rules and informs the user when a rule is broken. Video Module 

takes the input from cameras and RTLS and compares it in order to detect movement 

caused by objects that are not tagged. Macro Module observes long-term statistic 

properties of movement and compares them with past observations to detect unusual 

events such as moving faster or slower, or spending more time in certain areas than 

usual. Fuzzy Logic Module observes location and other characteristics of short-time 

actions such as walking and sitting using fuzzy discretization of action properties in 

order to detect rare or previously unseen action. The user interface offers information 

about suspicious activity in form of floor plan animation, video recordings, and 

natural- language explanations. Detailed description of the system can be found in [1]. 

Conclusion. The system is able to detect various forms of suspicious behavior, 

related to damaging the environment or taking away relevant objects, as well as 

unusual behavior related to employee illness or mental deviations, while it keeps 

false-alarm frequency under the desired threshold. 
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